Soft Launching: The BE THEATRUM at the U.P. Lagoon Park (Phase-I-A)

ACTIVITY: OPEN FAMILY PICNIC Featuring THE CAMERATA JAZZ ENSEMBLE (from the UP College of Music) to render a wide range of Jazz and Blues Repertoire.

When : May 20, 2012, Sunday
11:00 AM to 2:00 PM

Where: Around the tree-shaded UP (Diliman) Lagoon & Green Park areas fronting the BE Theatrum.

Bring the whole family for a mid-day picnic under the lush canopy of trees... And listen to the swinging and liltig sound of live jazz music from the BE Theatrum to usher in its soft launching... Amidst the wide span of exhilarating greeneries to simply gaze at, frolic upon or lie on... To feel still the gentle breeze of summer... And be a witness to the emerging UP Lagoon & Park rennovations, to fulfill once more - nature to behold..., at its best - once again... SOON!

* Campus Residents/Community; Students, Academic & Non-Academic Constituencies; Alumni & Associates